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On the role of measurement repetitions in the light of the theory
of reliability of observation systems

Assuming correlation only within the results of measurement repetitions for each quantity
observed in a network, equivalence has been proved for two forms of parametric adjustment model,
which differ in the approach to measurement repetitions and are called the one-stage and the
two-stage model respectively. As a complement to the known criterion of imperceptibility of
disturbances in observations, the criterion of imperceptibility of correlation between the
components of the observation vector has been formulated, which applies to each of the modules of
the two-stage model. Assuming the structure of the observation error, being slightly developed as
compared to the standard structure, the cases of meeting of each of the above criteria in those
modules have been presented. Then, the relationship which combines measures of internal
reliability for both the adjustment models under question has been given.

INTRODUCTION

Publications, which partially or entirely concern issues of reliability of networks, or,
to say it more generally - reliability of observation systems (see e.g. Caspary 1988,
Prószyński, Kwaśniak 2002) assume final results of measurements of every observed
quantity, as values, which are the entries to the model of adjustment. Those publications do
not consider the previous stage of determining those values based on the results of
measurement repetitions. To say this strictly, the usage of such a model for specifying the
measures of the internal reliability of a network, instead of a model with original results of
measurements, neglects the stage of the process of development of measurement results,
which is very important for diagnostics of gross errors. Therefore it can be expected, that
measures of reliability determined for a model, which does not contain measurement
repetitions, will not fully characterise reliability features of the complete model. We will
make an attempt to specify values of measures for the complete model, as well as to estimate
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the level and the nature of influence of measurement repetitions upon those measures. 
Considerations will be performed with respect to the structure of an error of a single 
observation, which is slightly developed as compared to the structure, which has been 
assumed in existing methodology of reliability analyses. 

1. Equivalence of one- and two-stage models in the case of lack of disturbances
in observations

Assuming that only random errors in observations occur, we will consider two fol 
lowing forms of an adjustment model, which differ in the way of treatment of 
measurement repetitions for quantities observed in a network (see schematic approach, 
Fig. 1): 

- one-stage model ( I ) 

Ax + E = l; E - (O, C) (1) 

LS (least squares) estimation: x, Ci

- two-stage model ( II ) 

modules Ila 

l iy, + E[a],i = l; f [a], i - (O, C[a], ;) i= 1, ... ,n (2) 

LS estimation: y;, o-5,,;; i = l, ... ,n 
module Ub 

(3) 

LS estimation: x, Ci 

where: i - indicator of a quantity observed in a network; r; - number of repetitions of the 
measurements of the i-th observed quantity; x(ux l); y (nx l); l; (r;X l); Er,> w; l T = [l T , ... , 1r , ... , l ,;] ; A(wxu), r(A) = u; Alb[ (nxu), r(A[b]) = u; l; (r,»: l); C (wxw) d.o.; C[a[.i (r;Xr;) d.o.; 
elbl (nxn) d.o.; 

A,., = I".'] la,, 
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Model I Mode! II 
Modules II a Module lib 

11 [- - - - 
I 2 [- - - - LS 

====;> x,Cx 
..... ' 

I,, [- - - - 

11 [- __ • }~ Yi,fif, 

12 [- }~ Y2,fif, 

Fig. I. Adjustment models under consideration: one-stage model (I), two-stage model (Il); repetitions of 
measurements of a given quantity are marked with square brackets 

Assuming lack of correlation between the results of measurements of any two 
observed quantities in the network, i.e. l;, lj (i =I- j; t.i = l, ... ,n) we will obtain 

C = diag {C1a1J ; elbl = diag { ~,;} i= l, ... ,n (4) 

Now we will find an estimator x for each model and its covariance matrix Cx. 

Model (I) 

where, according to (4) C = diag {C101_;} i= 1, ... ,n 
and, after transformations 

Model (II) 
- modules Ila; 

i= l, ... ,n 
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- module IIb

where, according to (1), C1b1 = diag {JTC1~],;I;} i = l, ... ,n,
and, after transformations

( 

11 )-1 ( n ) x = ~ a T I T C ~i; I; a; ~ a T I T C 1;1, ; l; 

Equivalence of models I and II (the latter is a two-stage decomposition of the model
I), has been proved, allowing for correlation only within measurement repetitions for each
of observed quantities. Since, if this assumption was not fulfilled, the equivalence would
not have been achieved and we could also observe that such an assumption is the necessary
condition of decomposability of the model I into modules Ila and the module Ilb.

Equivalence of both models, with respect to .x and C; should also imply consistency
with respect to estimation of random errors £. We will prove it for the sub-vector
i; (i= l, ... ,n):

E; = l;a;:i -1; = I; a;:i - I;+ l;y; - l;y; =
= l;y; -1; + l;(ll;X - y;) = e [aj.i+ I ;E [b],i

2. Criteria of imperceptibility of the error vector and imperceptibility 
of correlation between its components in the module Ila 

The first criterion is immediately obtained basing on the well known definition of
the space of imperceptible disturbances; we will pay more attention to the second criterion,
as a new one.

a) the criterion of imperceptibility of the error vector
Basing on (Prószyński 2000) we can immediately write

E; E A(];)⇒ E; = kl; (5) 

where A (I;) means the space generated by the column vector of the coefficient matrix of
the model.

This criterion is met by every error vector of identical components.

b) the criterion of imperceptibility of correlation between the components of
the error vector
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Let us consider the following, standardised form of the module Ila , written - for the
reason of simplicity - without the lower indices i and [a],

I (ą)Y + C(q) = l(q); e <ąi - (O, C <ąJ) (6) 

where:

The matrix C<ąl is the correlation matrix for the components of the error vector f.

Let us examine, for which matrices CcąJ -:t- I the following equations hold

and
(7)

(8) 

where: Rc<ąJ - the matrix which transforms the vector of standardised observations l<ąl onto
the vector of standardised corrections v <ąl = - f <ąl (which is the matrix of reliability in the
standardised system); T ccąJ - the matrix which transforms the vector of standardised
observations lcąJ onto the unknowns y.

The condition (7) may be written as:

After postmultiplication of both sides of the above equation by I <ą>, we will immediately
obtain the consistence of both sides I <ąl = I <ą>·

As a result of premultiplication by t[ąi Cc~> we will obtain

(9) 

Both sides are consistent for Ccą> such, that:

or, equivalently

(10) 

The condition (8) may be written as

(IT c-1 I )-1 IT c-1 CIT I )-1 IT
(q) (q) (q) (q) (q) = (q) (q) (q) 
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As a result of premultiplication by t[ąi C-i)i I <ąJ we will obtain the identical equation as (9),
and thus finally, the condition identical with (10). We will call it the condition of imper
ceptibility of correlation between the measurement repetitions for l; in the module Ila ;.

To get a more detailed form of that condition, we will present it as

what finally leads to

r r r

L, {C(ą)}jl = L, {C(ą)}j2 = ... = L, {C(ą)}j,
j=l j=l j=l

(11)

i.e. to the requirement of identical sums of elements in columns (and due to symmetry
- also in rows) of the matrix C<ąJ·

Among matrices C<ąJ which meet this criterion, there are the matrices of identical values
of all non-diagonal elements. We will call such a case of correlation as the uniform
correlation.

In the case when repetitions are the observations of equal accuracy, it may be easily
proved that the requirement (11) applies directly to the initial matrix C, i.e.

r r r

L, {Ct1 = L,, {C},1 = ... = L, {Ch
j=l j=l j=l

(12) 

It is left for the reader to check, that the correlation between measurement repetitions, as
given in the examples of correlation matrices presented below

1 0.3 0.2 0.1 1 0.3 0.3 0.3

0.3 1 0.1 0.2 0.3 1 0.3 0.3
C<ąl = 0.2 0.1 1 0.3 C<ąi = 0.3 0.3 1 0.3

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 1

is imperceptible in the model Ila, in the sense of equations (7) and (8).

3. A model of observation errors in the case of disturbances

The following structure of the vector of errors for the r; - repetitions of
measurement of the quantity l; (i= l, ... ,11) will be assumed for the analysis of reliability of
observation systems

e; = E; + C; + g; (13)
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where: E; - vector of random errors, E (E;) = O, C; - vector of the constant error, C; = c; l;; 
C; - error made in each r-th repetition of measurement, g;- vector of gross errors (made in 
one or in several repetitions of measurement). 

In order to ensure the decomposability of the model I, we will assume, according to ( 4 ), 
that E (E; t:J) = O; i, j = l , ... ,n, j -:t- i. Considering the deterministic nature of vectors C; and g; we 
will obtain C,; = C,;· 

For the needs of further considerations let us assume that the vector E; has the following 
structure (the lower indices i will be neglected in this notation) 

E = Kó (14) 

where: ó (w x 1) - vector of the elementary, mutually non-correlated random errors; 
E(o1) = O, Var (oj)= aJ,j = l, ... ,w, w 2:: r; K (rx w)-matrix of coefficients, rank (K) = r. 
Now we will write 

(15) 

4. Imperceptibility of disturbances in measurement repetitions and imperceptibility 
of correlation between measurement repetitions in the module Ila 

Let us check, which of the vectors being the components of the error vector e (see 
formula (13)) are imperceptible in the module Ila. 

We will immediately notice, that such a vector is the vector of constant error 
C' since C = cl (r)• 

Now we will show, that it is also possible, at least from theoretical point of view, that 
there may occur the imperceptible component of the vector e of the random nature. Since if 
the following form of the structure of the vector E is assumed 

E = Ó (r) + Ór+ I J (r) 

where or+ 1 is a random error, which burdens every of the r repetitions of measurement, 
what corresponds to the matrix Kin the formula (14) 

K = [I (r) I (r)], (16) 

we will obtain the random vector o r+i I <r), which is imperceptible in the module Ila. 
It turns out from the specifics of repeating the measurement of the quantity l;, that most 

probably this creates a system of equally accurate observations, with the same values of 
correlation coefficient for each pair of observations. It is the case of uniform correlation, 
where the covariance matrix of the observation vector has the form: 
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C,= 

a b

b a

b 

b
b 

b b b a

where: a= V(t:j), b = covts, Ek), j, k = I, 2, ... ,r, j -:t k. 

As it turns out from the discussion in section 3 such correlation is imperceptible in the 
module Ila and, therefore, the measures of internal reliability can be calculated basing on 
the formulas for uncorrelated observations. 

Analysis of the case K = [l<r> J c,J] under the assumption that 01 = o2 = ... =o,= o, leads 
to a similar conclusion. Since, using the formula (15) we obtain 

what means uniform correlation, i.e. correlation which is imperceptible in the module Ila. 
As might be expected, the correlation of components of the vector t:, generated 

by the random vector O,+ 11 c,J being imperceptible in the module Ila, is also imperceptible 
in this module. 

5. Relations between global measures of reliability for the one- and two-stage models

In order to simplify relationships searched for we will assume that: 
- measurement repetitions are considered as non-correlated observations (see con 

siderations concerning imperceptibility of correlation in section 4); 
- numbers of repetitions in each module are the same (r1 = r2 = ... = r" = r);
- the observation system (e.g. the network) is a uniform structure with respect to reliability 

(the average global measure = the local measure). 
The expression which specifies the average global measure for a one-stage model will 

have the form: 

u
f= 1-- 

r · n
(17) 

We may transform it to the form: 

I u I 1 1 u
f = l - - - - + - = 1 - - + -(1 - -) 

r r·n r r r n

1 
where: 1 - - = f101 is the reliability measure in each of Ila modules of the two-stage model, 

r
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u 
1 - - = fib! is the reliability measure in the module IIb of the two-stage model, 

n 
thus 

1 
f = f lal + - f [b) , 

r 

or, showing components of a single observation error, which correspond to those 
measures (i.e. those components the level of control of which in the model is 
determined by the given measure) 

(18) 

and, more precisely 

(19) 

Now, let us have a more detailed look at those simple relationships, using Fig. 2. We 
may state, that - with the one-stage model (i.e. the model I) - in the case of lack of the 
constant error c (or c + Ór+t) we will obtain the satisfactory level of controllability of 
a single observation l, for the values of r starting from 2 (f = 0.63), even for a network 
of low level of the internal reliability (f1b1 = 0.25). This is the effect of measurement 
repetitions, which increase the total number of observations, which control the given 
observation l;. However, considering the possibility of occurrence of the error c, attention 
should be paid to the appropriate level of controllability of observations with respect to error 
g as well as the error c. As a result, the two-stage model with the appropriate number of 
measurement repetitions (r = 2 or, more preferably, r = 3) is definitely preferred. 

1.00 

* = 0.75 
0.75 · 

~ ~X 
r-- r-Q 

8 ~::i o 
... ··-····· ···c:s- ········Ó- 

s:: c 

Legend: ~ f[aj 

f 

1.00 
:,c ~ .... 
o o 

0.75 E 
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Fig. 2. Relationships between internal reliability measures for the one-stage (j) and two- stage u·1"1,J1b1) models 
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Using such a model, we have lower detectability of the error gin every module Ila, but 
- on the other hand - such modules are not sensitive to the constant error c, which may 
occur at the same time. The error cis perceptible in the module IIb and with sufficiently high 
level of the measure /ibi (c) it may be the quantity detectable in the model. Due to the fact, 
that the components of the equation (18) (or (19)) relate to errors of different nature and 
consequently, this equation may be used for orientation purposes only, it would be 
recommended to represent the internal reliability level for the two-stage model in the form 
/1u1 = lf1aJmin;/lbJmin), e.g./,rn = (0.67; 0.70). The criterionjj., min> 0.5 should be obligatory for 
each component. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Considering the structure of an observation error, assumed in this paper, as 
characteristic for practical purposes, we will state, that - from the point of view of the 
reliability theory - the two-stage model is more advantageous than the one-stage model. As 
a result of transfer of the constant error c to the module IIb, due to its imperceptibility in the 
module Ila, the possibility of superposition of errors c and g, what might occur in the 
one-stage model, is considerably reduced. It is an additional argument which justifies the 
solution, which has been practically used for many years, but has been mainly the result of 
consideration of economy of calculations. 

The approach to reliability analysis, presented in this paper, forms the basis for some 
general guidelines, which widen the existing methodology of reliability analysis for obser 
vation systems. The guidelines are as follows: 

- if possible, the detailed structure of an observation error should be taken into conside 
ration (which includes the regular random part and gross errors); the level of details 
of the analysis is obviously limited by the possibility to determine the nature and specifics 
of influence of the factors, which may effect the accuracy of measurements, as well 
as by the intention not to complicate the model form, both in the functional as well 
as the stochastic layer; 

- one should examine the usefulness and possibility of decomposing the process of 
development of measurement results, with a view to specific features of an observation 
error. In the case of such decomposition an appropriate level of internal reliability should be 
ensured for each module. The occurrence of correlation between the repetitions of 
measurement of various quantities excludes the possibility to use the two-stage model, 
which is an advantageous model in respect of the efficiency of outlier detection. 

For many practical situations, the detailed analyses concerning the structure of the 
observation error may be considered the subject of an academic discussion, since it is often 
difficult to identify the error structure and to estimate its stochastic parameters. 
Imperceptibility of correlation between measurement repetitions, which occurs in the case 
of highly probable uniform correlation (due to specific nature of repetitions), is of great 
help. In such a case there is no need to generate the covariance matrix for the observation 
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vector. At the same time, it is a strong justification for practical use of the arithmetic mean
of results of repetitions, although they are actually intercorrelated.
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Witold Prószyński

O roli powtórzeń obserwacji w świetle teorii niezawodności układów obserwacyjnych

Streszczenie

W publikacjach poświęconych problematyce niezawodności układów obserwacyjnych, jako wielkości
zasilające model wyrównawczy przyjmuje się ostateczne wyniki pomiaru każdej z wielkości obserwowanych, nie
zajmując się uprzednim etapem ustalania tych wartości z reguły poprzez uśrednianie wyników powtórzeń
obserwacji. Patrząc z punktu widzenia teorii niezawodności można oczekiwać, że miary niezawodności
wyznaczone dla modelu nie uwzględniającego faktu powtarzania obserwacji nie będą w pełni charakteryzowały
własności niezawodnościowych modelu pełnego. W niniejszym opracowaniu podjęto próbę ustalenia wartości
miar dla modelu pełnego, jak też oszacowania wielkości i charakteru wpływu jaki na ich kształtowanie mają
powtórzenia obserwacji.

Zakładając skorelowanie jedynie pomiędzy wynikami powtórzeń pomiaru każdej z wielkości obser
wowanych w sieci, wykazano równoważność dwu, różniących się sposobem traktowania powtórzeń pomiaru,
postaci pełnego modelu wyrównawczego, nazwanych modelem jednoetapowym i modelem dwuetapowym.
W uzupełnieniu do znanego kryterium niedostrzegalności zaburzeń w obserwacjach sformułowano kryterium
niedostrzegalności skorelowania składowych wektora obserwacji, stosujące się do każdego z modułów
uśredniania wyników powtórzeń pomiaru w modelu dwuetapowym.

Kryterium to sprowadza się ostatecznie do postaci

' ' ' 
L,{C(ą)LI = _L,{C(ą)L, = ... = L,{C(ą)}j,
j= l j = I j = I

oznaczającej wymóg identycznych sum wyrazów w kolumnach (a wobec symetrii - także i wierszach) macierzy
korelacyjnej Ccąl·
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Przyjmując strukturę wektora błędów r, - powtórzeń pomiaru wielkości 1, (i-ty modu!)

e; = l; + C; + g; 

gdzie: i;, - wektor błędów przypadkowych, E (i;,) = O, c, - wektor błędu stałego, c, = c, 1,; c, - błąd popełniony
w każdym z r, powtórzeń pomiaru; g, - wektor błędów grubych (popełnionych w jednym bądź w kilku
powtórzeniach pomiaru).

pokazano przypadki spełnienia kaźdego z ww. kryteriów.
Przy upraszczających założeniach wyprowadzono zależność

I 
f(g) =![a](g) + -f[b](C) 

r

wiążącą wskaźniki niezawodności wewnętrznej: /101 (g), /1•1 (c) - dla modelu dwuetapowego oraz f(g) - dla
modelu jednoetapowego. Indeks dolny [a] oznacza modu! uśredniania r wyników powtórzeń pomiaru i-tej
wielkości obserwowanej, zaś [bl - modu! wyrównawczy zasilany wynikami uzyskanymi ze wszystkich modułów
[a]. W nawiasach zwykłych uwidoczniono składniki błędu pojedynczej obserwacji, stopień kontrolowalności
których określa dana miara.

W zakończeniu podano wskazania natury ogólnej rozszerzające dotychczasową metodykę analiz niezawod
ności układów obserwacyjnych.

Bumonos IlpyUlbLHbCKU

O pOHH nOBTOpeHHII Ha6mo,[leHHII 

B CBeTJle 'reopnu Ha.!lelKHOCTH Ha6mo11aeMhIX CHCTeM 

Pe3!0Me

8 ny6m-tKaUH51X 3aHHM31OlUHXC51 sonpocasaa H3JlelKHOCTH H36Jll0)13eMblX CHCTeM, KaK BeJlHYHHbl
CTOi1KpenJl5I!OlUHe ypaBHHTeJlbHY!O MO)leJlb npHHHMaeTC51 KOHeYHbJe peaym.rar u H3MepeHH51 K3)I(,QOH
C uaómoziaewux BeJlHYHH, He 33HHM351Cb rtpensmnyuuo-r 3T3CTOM onepeneneuna )HIX BeJlHYHH, KaK
rtpanuno nyrer« ycpenaeuua pe3yJlbT3TOB noBTOpeHHH Ha6Jl!O)leHHH. C TOYKH 3peHH51 TeOpHH
Ha)lelKHOCTH MOlKHO OlKH)l3Tb, YTO Mepbt Ha)lelKHOCTH onpeneneuuue )1Jl51 MO)leJlH, KOTOpa51, He
yYHTHBaeT rpaxra nOBTOpeHHH Ha6JllO)leHJ1H, He 6yi1YT B HOJlHOM xapaKTepH3OB3Tb npH3H3KOB
Ha)lelKHOCTH OOJlHOH MO)leJll-t. B pafio're npH!-151T3 nOCTblTKa onpenenenna vrep )1Jl51 CTOJlHOH MO)leJlH,
a raxace ouenxa BeJlHYHHbl H xapaxrcpa BJlH5IHH51 noat opeunił Ha6Jl!O)leHHH Ha Hl( cpopMHpOBaHHe.

TTpHHHMa51, YTO KOppeJl5IUH51 npOHCXO)lHT HCKJllOYIHeJlbHO Me)I()ly pe3yJlbT3T3MH nOBTOpeHHH
H3MepeHH51 Ka)I()lOH H3 BeJlHYHH Ha6Jll0)13eMblX B cer a, yxasaaa 3KBHBaJleHTHOCTb nsyx, OTJlHY31OlUHXC51
cnocofior-t CTO)lXO)la nOBTOpeHHH H3MepeHHH, BH/1O8 nonuoii ypaBHHTeJlbHOH MO)leJlH, H33HB3eMblX
0)11·103T3CTHOH H /1Byx3TanHOH Me)leJleH. 8 /lOCTOJlHeHHH K H3BeCTHOMY Kp!HepHH He3aMeTHOCTH
B03MYWHH B H36Jl!O)leHH5IX 6bIJl crpopr-rynupoaaa KptHepHH He3aMeTHOCTl1 KOppeJl5IUHH KOMnOHeHT
nexropa 1-1a6J110)leHHH CTO)lXO)15I[llHH )1Jl51 K3lKL!OH 113 MO/lYJlH ycpezmen H51 pe3yJlbT3TOB nOBTOpeHH51
Y3MepeHHH B ziayxaranonoti MO)leJlH.

3TOT KpHTepHH CBO)1HTC51 B KOHeYHOM CYeTe K cpopMyne
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' 'L, {C(ą)LI = L, {C(ą)L2 = ·
j = I j = I

'
. = L, {C(ą)L,

j = I

ofioaaaxatoutejł Tpe60BaH11e 11neHT11'1Hb!X CYM '!JleHOB B CTOJJ6uax (a B np11cyTCBl1!1 Cl1MMeTpl1!1, TO)l(e
l1 B CTpOKax) KoppemIUl10HHOH r-rarpnuu C(ą)·

TTp11H11Ma.H CTPYKTYPY sexropa ow1160K r; - nosropeuaił l13MepeHHll BeJJl1'-!l1H /; (i-Ta MOLIYJJ)

rne: E; - BeKTOP CJIY'!aHHblX ow1160K, E(E;) = O; C; - BeKTOp TIOCTOllHHOH ow116K11, C; = c.L; C; - OW!16Ka
cosepurena B Ka)l(LIOM !13 r; TIOBTOpeH!1H 113Mepe1rn51; g;- nexrop nporaaxoa (coaepureuux B Ol1HHM l1Jll1
B HeCKOJlbKl1X TIOBTOpeHHl!X l13MepeHHll);
yKa3aHO CJIY'!aH Yl10BJ1eTBOpe1-11151 xaxnoro !13 Bb!WeynOM5IHYTbIX Kp!1Tep11i1. np111rnMal! ynpouiaiounte
npenrtocsunor 6bIJJa asiaenena 3aB!1Cl1MOCTb

l
f(g) = /iai(g) + - /i.1 (c), 

r 

KOTOpa51 CB513b!BaeT yKa3aTeJJH BHyTpeHHeH Ha,!li::lKHOCTH:fiai(g),fibi(c) -nns l1B)00TaTIHOH MOL1eJ11111f(g)
- l1Jl51 onnoarannoii MOL1eJ1!1. HH)l(HHH 11Hl1eKC [a] o603Ha'!aeT MOLIYJJb ycpenuenas pe3yJJbTaTOB
TIOBTOpeHHH l13MepeH!1ll i-TOH Ha6monaeMOH BeJJl1'111Hbl a [b] - ypaBHHTeJJbHb!H MOLIYJJb,
TIOl1KpenJJlleMb!H peaym.rarawa TIOJJY'!eHHb!MH co scex MOl1yJ1eH [a]. B 06bl'IHblX CK06Kax npencranneusr
COCTaBJJ5IIO!lll1e 0Wl16Kl1 ornerrsnoro Ha6mone1-111.H, creneai, B03M0)1(H0CT!1 KOHTpOJ1!1pOBaHl1ll, KOTOpb!e
onpenenser naaaas Mepa.

B 3aKJ110'leH1111 npencrasnenu peKOMe1-1nau1111 oóurero B!1l1a, pacnpocrpanxrourae np11MeHl!eMy10 no 
Cl1X nop MeTOl1l11'')' aHaJJ!13a Hane)l(H0CTl1 Ha6monaTeJJbCKl1X CHCTeM.


